
Fro111: Kara Alexander kkalex890@gmail com 
SubJec FPL rate hike request 

Dat1 Jun 27: 2021 at 5:24:53 PM 
Tc. karakiedinger@gmail.com 

Bee kkalex890@gmail.com 

To whom it may concern: 

CORRESPONDENCE 
7/6/2021 
DOCUMENT NO. 07471-2021 

An email went out in my neighborhood about the proposed rate hiKe-t 
from FPL. Please refer to docket #2021-0015-EL---
, Hve-in-..the Sapphire Shores/Indian Beach area of Sarasota. 
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~Y power p!II !S alreaqy $125-a month and we aren't even in the hot part 
of ,the_yea-r yet;, ·,. -· 
I live alone. My only source bf i'ncome:·is Social Security. There are 
powerlines that go from my house to two different poles in my 
backyard. (very unsightly, and yet I pay the same amount as other 

neighborhoods where the powerlines are buried). 
Ev~ry·titrle:·there i~Pa bad storm we lose power. We were told beginning 
Ja:nuai-y;202-0the powerlines would be buried, but FPL never started 
tfirf proj~cf 'Additionally, the power goes off for a few seconds in this 
nelghbt>rnbod ~f t·east:once1-~::week. Which causes me to have to reset 

all my clocks. 
I feel quite certain if you check the FPL profits from the year 2020, you 
will agree there is absolutely-no need for a rate increase. The profits 
they currently maintain are very high! as are the salaries and bonuses of 
the executives. 
Please do the-right thing and deny the request for a -rate increase to FPL 
for the Sarasota;area.· 
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